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 The Serial Number is assigned to the NEware by the manufacturer as a unique identifier. The NEware's Serial Number can be
used to unlock the NEware device by entering it into the NEware Database. The NEware Database is a secure Microsoft SQL

Server database, containing all calibration data, including NEware's Serial Number. Calibration NEware Calibration is
accomplished by pressing one of two buttons (0 or 1) on the face of the device. Calibration determines the NEware's physical

response to the electrical output from the device. NEware is set to accept the calibration output from the device. The calibration
output is generated by placing it in the "calibrate" mode of operation. The NEware Database may be used to retrieve calibration

data for a given device from the past or future. This enables NEware to be calibrated during production of the device or on a
production line. The NEware Database is updated whenever a NEware is calibrated, recalibrated or updated. The NEware
database includes all NEware Serial Numbers, device types, device and serial number specific calibration data, calibration
history and all NEware setting history. Software updates NEware software updates are available from DigiplexNE.com,

NEware's registered website. The updates are created and tested by DigiplexNE, Inc. Suspend/Resume NEware is capable of a
"Suspend" mode where NEware temporarily powers down, while in use. When NEware is in "Suspend" mode, the calibration is

deactivated and the user can change the setting without affecting the calibration. NEware can also be "Resumed" from
"Suspend" mode in a "quick" fashion, without the need to reload the calibration. This feature is important for setting up the
NEware, as the user will never know if the calibration is correct, or not. NEware is capable of the "suspend" and "resume"

functions in the same manner as most other EEPROM devices. The difference is that NEware is an IC (Integrated Circuit) chip.
Calibration cards There are two types of calibration cards available from DigiplexNE for use with NEware. A 16-bit calibration
card stores a full 2^16 8-bit values for one NEware. This can cover the full NEware range of 0-65535. The calibration value is
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